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Project: Promoting the leadership role of W&Y

Project Information

WSC is a leading Women Rights organization in Jerusalem, WSC will work on building the capacities of
twenty young men and women on documentation skills, Gender, human rights and public participation,
debating and negotiation skills, and advocacy skills, those twenty youth will document cases of Human
Rights violations against women and girls in Jerusalem in different areas, social, economic and political.
The documentation will be gathered into one study analysis that will highlight the affects of occupation
on women in Jerusalem, this study will be dissminated in a general conference in Ramallah that will
gather stakeholders from different backgrounds and areas with focus on Human Rights organisations,
and finally WSC will produce a short video to highlight the violations they document. WSC will
contribute to enhance the participation of youth in public life in Jerusalem in a conflict and fragile
situation and will also support the leadership of young men and women in Jerusalem

Actor: Women's Studies Center
The Women's Studies Centre (WSC) is a human rights organization working on the promotion of gender
equality and women's rights as human right in the Palestinian Society. The WSC was founded by a
group of women who were empowered to adress the overlooked issue of women's vulnerability in a
society that is largely dominated by patriachal restrictions of liberties, freedoms and relations. Since it
establishment in 1989, the WSC has worked in various programs to empower women and build female
capacities to stand up for their rights.
The WSC mission is to work twoards developing, fostering and disseminating a progressive feminist
discourse based on social justice and equality values, with the aim of empowering women to access
and benefit from all societal resources available. The WSC also sontribute to developing and mobilizing
community and youth leadership that endeavour to create social movements.
WSC's work focus in three keyareas; women's empowerment, combating violence against women and
promoting a feminist discourse.

Financial
Total Budget
Past expenditure

50,000 EUR
Oxfam Novib public funds

2018-03-01

50,000 EUR

Achieved Outcome
0 men take action supporting transformative leadership and women's political participation following
Oxfam Novib/partners actions.
0 women take action supporting transformative leadership and women's political participation
following Oxfam Novib/partners actions.

Realised Output
0 media citation Oxfam/partner research
0 public events/spaces organised by Oxfam Novib and partners in which citizens express their needs
and aspirations to policy makers.
0 men participating in public events / spaces organized by Oxfam Novib and partners
0 women participating in public events / spaces organized by Oxfam Novib and partners
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Country

Palestinian Territories

Start date

2018-03-01

End date

2019-02-28

Status

Active
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-
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